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Support &
Expenses
God

has

provided
over $1,500
in

monthly

support
over

the

last

year

and a half!
We are now
just $61 a
month short
of full support.

We

also

lack

just

$1,350

in one-time
gifts

to

have all of
our

depar-

ture

ex-

penses.

If

you’d like to
help,

con-

tact

Pio-

neers or go
to our web
site. Thanks
so much!

Work Permit Approved!

Prayer Briefs:
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they would come through
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perwork is now at the ima friend at CLTC said she
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frame for visa
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approval
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been wildly unemail—that’s
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where
official
Nobody will even
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guess. However,
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ing my foot in my
see what the lat- As soon as our pass- mouth, I’d say a
have the visas
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couple weeks to
stamped inside we
nothing. It faded can order our plane a couple months.
tickets!
some
more.
One thing
Then the glimmer
we do know: God
exploded into a brilliant
has been, and will relight… the work permit
main, in control. Just as
was indeed approved!!
my work permit came in
Now we wait for the
His time, so, too, will the
visas. Originally I thought
visas.

For Sale:
One 1999 Buick Century.
Lots of miles, er…time
tested! Pray that we’ll be
able to sell our car.

Fares Fly
As fuel prices rise so do
ticket prices. Pray we’ll be
able to book passage with
the money God has provided.

Time to Move
Once we get there we’ll
need to move our stuff from
Ok Ao to CLTC by plane.
With me teaching that won’t
be easy. Pray that God will
make a way.

Packing Heat
It’s hot here in Texas and
we’re packing to leave. Pray
for wisdom in what to pack
and the strength to pack it.

Classes Begin in July
Both Daniel and I are
scheduled to begin
classes the third week of
July: Daniel as a student
and me as a teacher. We
both have full schedules
as well. Daniel will be taking seven classes, and I’ll
be teaching three. First
hour I teach Exodus. That
is going to be fun! I love
teaching stories and what
they mean. Then I get a

break before a class on
Romans. Oh, yeah! “The
Gospel According to Paul.”
Also, two days a week, I
teach Computer Training.
Very basic but that way
they can type papers.
The catch is that Daniel
has to be there to learn
and I have to be there to
teach! Once again, it’s out
of our hands but it is in
His!
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